
 
 

CSB3019 
 Strut Tower Bar Installation Instructions 

2002-05 Honda Civic SI HB 2.0L only 
 

READ INSTRUCTIONS THROUGH COMPLETELY BEFORE BEGINNING INSTALLATION.     
NOTE: THE STRUT BAR NEEDS TO BE DISASSEMBLED BEFORE INSTALLATION. 

 
IF YOU ARE NOT COMFORTABLE AND/OR FAMILIAR WITH THESE INSTRUCTIONS, PLEASE 

REFER THIS INSTALLATION TO A QUALIFIED PROFESSIONAL. 
 

1. With car on the ground, remove the four (4) 14mm nuts from the top of the strut towers on both sides of the car (2 per side). 
2. Remove the 10mm bolt from the front side of the brake fluid reservoir. 
3. Remove the 10mm bolt from the aluminum bracket on passenger side that secures the air conditioning hose. 
4. Carefully slide both strut bar pads into position on the strut towers. On dr side, slightly nudge brake fluid reservoir towards 

the pass side of car to allow proper placement of the pad on the bolts (See Figure 1). On pass side, lift a/c hose up to allow 
bracket to be placed on the bolts (See Figure 2). 

5. Loosely reinstall the 14mm nuts onto the strut bolts. 
6. Attach strut bar to pads after positioning the aluminum spacer between the endpoints of the bar (See Figure 3). 
7. Slide one supplied bolt through the pad, bar, and spacer on each end of the strut bar (See Figure 4).  Secure the bolt with the 

supplied nut. 
8. Check for proper clearance, if the strut bar interferes with any parts on the vehicle, adjust and or move aside as 

needed. Apply the enclosed foam tape to the bar  if necessary. 
9. Reinstall all stock bolts and tighten the 14mm nuts that secure the pads to the strut towers to 36 ft.-lbs.  
10. RE-CHECK ALL YOUR WORK. 

PARTS LIST 
Quantity Part Number Part Description 

1 CSB3019 Dual  strut bar 
1 CSB3019-LT Left bracket 
1 CSB3019-RT Right bracket 
2 Spacer3019 Spacer 
2 RHBA-M8x1.25x120 8x1.25x120 bolt 
2 RHNA-M8x1.25 8x1.25 nut 
1 CSB3019-FT Foam Tape 
2 DCS1008 DC Sports decals 

 

         
1-Dr side pad installation 2-Pass side pad installation  3-Dr side assembly 

 

    
 4-Pass side assembly 5-Completed assembly 
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